"One Term is as Fatuous as Another":

Responses to the Armory Show Reconsidered
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If the picture, the Nude Descending the Staircase, had not had that title, it
would never have attractedany attentionat all. It was the title.
At thatmomentin history, artand politics came together.... Everythingone
wanted stood together at the end of a single perspective and everythingone
hated stood togetherin the opposite direction.2

Perhapsbecause of its familiarityto students of American culture,
the 1913 InternationalExhibition of Modem Art is an event whose
meaning has remained peculiarly impervious to serious reevaluation.
The exhibition, betterknown as the Armory Show, was the first largescale exhibition of modernistart in the United States. It was arranged
under the auspices of the American Association of Painters and
Sculptors, a loosely organized group of artists who had decided by
1911 that there were too few exhibition opportunitiesin the United
States, and mastermindedby ArthurB. Davies, Walt Kuhn, and Walter
Pach, who negotiatedthe display of approximately1300 works, more
than a third of them European,in order to show Americans what was
new and exciting in the world of art. The show was a success in terms
of sales and attendance;nearly $45,000 worth of art-including works
by the likes of Picasso, Matisse, and Gauguin-changed hands, and
approximately275,000 people came to see it duringits two months in
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New York and Chicago, many of whom were drawn by the thrill of
controversy.3
If the minutiae of the Armory Show are familiar, so is its legend.
Over the past three quartersof a century, it has assumed talismanic
proportionsin America's collective historicalmemory,not only of the
early days of modem art,but of twentieth-centuryculturegenerally. In
academic literatureas well as in the more familiar textbooks read by
secondaryand college students,the ArmoryShow has come to standas
the singular moment at which the "new" vanquished the "old" in
American culture with a single and stunning revolutionaryblow,4 a
habit well-set by the 1952 publication of Meyer Schapiro's seminal
essay within a volume entitled America in Crisis-a volume which
tellingly ranked the Armory Show alongside "John Brown's Private
War" and the Dust Bowl as one of "FourteenCrucial Episodes in
American History."5
Althoughmuch recentscholarshipon earlytwentieth-centuryAmerican art has emphasizedthe Armory Show's location in a series of artworld activities which, from the turn of the century,preparedthe way
for the emergenceand acceptanceof modem artin the United StatesAlfred Stieglitz's exhibits at "291,"Americanartists'pilgrimagesto the
Paris salon of Gertrudeand Leo Stein and other hotbeds of European
modemism, the collecting forays of John Quinn6-historians continue
to veil the Armory Show in the language of crisis, and particularlyin
the language of political crisis. Often explicitly associating the
"radicalism"of the new art with concurrentupheavals in manners,
morals, and politics, historians have been all too willing to attribute
modernism's emergence to political transformations,without interrogating the explicit relationship between modernist aesthetics and
"modern"culture.7 Mistaking superficial or non-generativeconnections between the two as evidence that"modern"politics andmodernist
aesthetics shared the same parentage, scholars have forgotten that
aesthetic politics are generated as much by internal transformations
within the artworld itself, and by socio-political changes which, on the
surface, seem to have very little to do with the "spirit"of particularart
works, as by those political transformationswhich seem to have an
obvious representationalsimilarity to contemporarycultural productions. In this essay, I will arguethatAmericanvisual modernismowes
its parentage as much to the legacy of professionalization,which in
many ways had a far wider impacton turn-of-the-century
Americathan
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radical politics, and which struck the art world as surely as it did
medicine, the law, and other fields of endeavor.
It is true that many American artists embraced modernism's break
from nineteenth-century aesthetic traditions because they believed that
aesthetic revolution would bring about democratic social change.8
Nevertheless, it is important to remember that not all participants in the
American art world were persuaded by this connection between
aesthetic and political liberation, and that not all defenders of modemism were motivated by revolutionary fervor. The seemingly violent
clash over modern art waged in the wake of the Armory Show, thus,
must not be read solely or uncritically as an episode in the wider
struggle by workers, women, and others for liberation in the first
decades of the twentieth century, but also as a chapter in a much less
democratic struggle by an emerging art-world elite to limit and police
access to artistic knowledge and the art world itself.
As historians, most of us are a little nostalgic for the Armory Show
and the world that produced it. Upon looking back, 1913 seems like a
time when radical politics were still possible, a time, moreover, when
artistic experimentation still had meaning. We are not alone in this
belief. A three-quarters-of-a-century-long modernist tradition of selfdescription, motivated by political as much as aesthetic desire, pleads
modernism's case to us, promising personal and political liberation as
the certain reward for those who abandon themselves to the modernist
impulse. Like our modernist forebears, we believe that the world that
produced the Armory Show was a world in which art and politics not
only spoke to each other, but joined together to break the shackles of
convention and conformity-whether these shackles were the stifling
bonds of Victorian manners or, in a later generation, the crushing
censorship of totalitarian uniformity.
This longing for a lost past of cooperation between artistic and
political radicals permeates even recent analyses of the Armory Show.
In a work pairing the Armory Show and the Paterson Strike Pageant, for
example, Martin Green writes that:
the spirit of 1913 was an aspiration to transcend what most people accepted
as ordinary and so inevitable. It was the ordinariness of capitalism and
liberalism and class hierarchy, in the case of the IWW strike; and in the case
of the Armory Show, it was old forms of art, appreciation, and beauty. But
the radicals in both cases said no to certain 'facts of life.' One might even
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suggest that what they said no to was ultimatelythe same in both cases-in
bourgeoisstate.9
one importantsense, it was ultimatelythe nineteenth-century

In coupling modernistrevolt with a broad arrayof social and political
transformations,historians' accounts of the Armory Show duplicate
and magnify not only the chronology of crisis inherentin accounts of
the modern'sascendance,but their characterizationsof the two eras at
odds in the Show-the bourgeois "Victorian"and the radical "Modern." Like those broader accounts, they depict two separate and
unmixable universes, constructed along inherently conflicting principles. Expressedmost frequentlyby shorthand-"convention"versus
"revolution,""White City" versus "skyscraper,""moral indignation"
versus"experimentation"
versus"newspirit"or "freedom,""tradition"
these two descriptivenexuses have become so embeddedin historical
accountsof the emergenceof twentieth-centuryculturethatthey forbid
alternativemodes of explanation.
It is indisputable that the Armory Show did, in fact, mark an
importanttransitionin Americanculture. But in our haste to distance
ourselves from those who would have stood in the way of revolution,
we have failed to understandwhat, aside from sheer pigheadedness,
could have motivated such an outcry. Believing as we do that the
Armory Show was a radical, crisis-like event, we look for further
evidence of radicalismto explain it-the personalrelationshipswhich
clearly did exist between certainpromotersof modernart and political
radicals,10or the growthof "radical"artistorganizations,criticalof the
authorityof the National Academy of Design and other, older institutions-which easily confirmswhat we alreadybelieve.1 And when we
do encounter the voices of those who questioned the Show, we are
inclined either to discount them entirely or to use their vehemence as
evidence, again, that the struggle to promote modernism must have
been radical indeed.
This is nowhere so evident as in historians'accounts of the supposedly uniform and monolithic denunciation of the exhibition by art
critics,12who variously have been described as "genteel,""conservative," and "provincial,"13and whose motivation has been attributed
generally to a selfish desire to defend the interests of a dying elite.14
With the exception of a few critical "seers,"historianshave argued,15a
conservative army of critics condemned the show unilaterallyas not
only an insult to the aestheticnorms of academic"classicism,"16but as
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an affrontto moraldecency,therebypoisoning public sentimentagainst
modem art for decades to come.17 Historianshave thus allowed the
highly publicized views of a few critics-most frequently,painterand
writer Kenyon Cox-to stand for critical opinion per se and have
arguedthat art critics, like the small-mindedthrongswho mobbed and
mocked the exhibitionin New Yorkand who attemptedto burnMatisse
in effigy in Chicago,18failed to comprehendeitherthe most significant
artistictransformationof the era or the social and political transformations it accompanied.
Like all legends, this "story of the Armory Show" is partially
grounded in truth. Cox and others like him did construct PostImpressionismas the final, horribleconsequence of a half-centuryof
aesthetic decadence, a decadence which to him symbolized, fed from
and in turnnourisheda more wide-reachingsocial and moraldecline.19
Writerssuch as editor of the AmericanFederationof Art's journalArt
and Progress Leila Mechlenjoined Cox in deliberatelylinking modem
art to dangeroustrendsin politics and manners,comparing"the 'Postimpressionists,'or the 'Modernists'or 'Expressionists,'whateverthey
may choose to call themselves"to "profligate[s],""bombthrower[s],"
"defamer[s]and lunatic[s],"and demanded that a parallel system of
discipline be devised to curtail artistic subversives, just as the law
controlledpolitical radicals.20By theirhystericalresponse,critics such
as Cox and Mechlen createdin the public mind an associationbetween
artistic iconoclasm and political and social radicalism that has remained to this day, even though that association itself has come to be
seen in an entirely differentlight.
This conceptualizationof the critical response to the Armory Show
as a monolithicscreedagainstthe new is misleading,however. In many
ways, critical evaluations of the Armory Show, and the causes for
critical opposition to it, were more complicated than historians have
acknowledged. With the notable exception of Cox and Mechlen, very
few writers condemned the show categorically. Most responses were
mixed, and demonstratedcritics' profoundappreciationof the changes
takingplace not only within the Americanscene at large or in artitself,
but within the American art world. Critics' primarypreoccupationin
evaluatingthe show, in fact, was not the fate of Americanpolitics and
morality or the future of painting and sculpturein a purely aesthetic
sense, but the futureof the artworld. While critics of the show's PostImpressionist contingent did fear that unbridled change had caused
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Europeanartiststo slip into aestheticdecadence,the main cause of their
concern was not the display of dangerousworksper se, but the impact
the new art-and the critical apparatusthat was emerging to support
it-would have on the art world, the public, and the very role of art in
the American republic. Despite their distaste for many of the works
displayed in the show, many of its most famous detractorsarguedthat
ultra-progressiveEuropeanart,while unlovablein itself, had and would
continue to have an indisputablypositive effect on American artistic
production,and expressed a far greaterresistanceto the "propaganda"
secrecy, and exclusive expertise of modem art's "champions,"who
explained Post-Impressionistart works in unfamiliar, unintelligible
terms. "Conservative"critics' fears of the show, thus, were grounded
not in mere conservatism or opposition to change, but in a deep
suspicion of the interpretivemachinerythat accompaniedthe new art,
which seemed to shakethe very foundationsof the Americanartworld.
In orderto understandthis fear, which permeatedcritical responses
to the ArmoryShow, it is importantto considerthe art-worldcontext in
which most early twentieth-centurycritics wrote, ratherthan to link
them to a vaguely definedVictorianpast. Since the Civil War,criticism
had promotedtirelessly the developmentof museums, art schools, and
other organizations within the art-world infrastructure.21 In this
capacity, it had served as a catalyst in a massive organizational
transformationwithin the American art world in the last third of the
nineteenthcentury,a transformationwhich broughtabout not only the
developmentof dozens of individualinstitutionssuch as the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, but which
providedthe organizationaltopographyfor metropolitanhigh culturein
the United States both at the turn of the centuryand beyond.22
Institution-buildingcritics in the GildedAge promotedmore thanthe
development of museums, schools, or journals, moreover, but the
creationof a broad-basedpublic for artin the United States. Representing the public as the ultimate and proper arbiters of taste in a
democraticnation, Gilded Age critics portrayedtheir own role as that
of educatorsin the general principles of art and promotersof publicfriendly arts institutions. Thus, most critics in the Gilded Age held a
very differentunderstandingof criticism from that which is currently
practiced, eschewing the evaluative interpretationof art works and
focusing their attentionon the meaning and value of art in American
culture,ratherthanon the significanceof individualartobjects. As one
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critic insisted in the mid-1870s, "the only safety is in a multitude of
counselors [. . .] our faith in the average perceptions, the average taste

of the world at large is strong,and we think the critics are more like in
the end to come roundto the averageopinion than the averageopinion
is to give up to the critics."23Although it is clear from the venues in
which most Gilded-Age criticism appearedthat this notion of a public
for art was limited, for the most part,to the educatedmiddle and upper
classes, it is also crucial to note that it was relatively expansive in
anotherimportantrespect, in the sense that it was not intended to be
limited to art-worldinitiates, but to all with basic access to magazines
and libraries.24 While critics suggested that access to museums, art
schools, and other largely metropolitan institutions would serve a
crucial role in the formationof a public for art, they insisted that the
circulationof informationabout art, as well as reproductionsin books
and magazines, could serve much the same function. Theirjob, then,
was to encourage public awareness and enthusiasmfor such publications, as well as for other venues for the display of art, as well as to
provide basic informationon the history and principles of art. Most
critics in the decades after the turn of the century retained this
conceptionof criticism, seeing themselves as educatorsand institutionbuilders whose purpose was to spreadenthusiasmfor and generalized
knowledge about the arts, rather than to present highly developed
evaluationsof individualart works.
Doubtless, the desire for power and prestige must have motivated
certain institution-buildingcritics to affiliate themselves with the
developing cultural powerhouses of the art world. Art's relatively
recent elevationto the statusof a nationalconcernpromisedthat critics
would capturethe public eye in a way neverbefore witnessed;at a time
when civic reformwas at the height of public consciousness, moreover,
the role of culturalmissionary must have seemed appealing to critics
eager to play theirpartin America'surbanrenewal.25At the same time,
however, it must be pointed out that institution-buildingcritics never
saw interpretiveexpertiseas the source of any power they might derive
from their statusas critics, and thatmost critics legitimatelybelieved in
the creation of a critically-informed,art-loving public which would
assume the mantle of criticism for itself.26 With its demand for
specialized, difficult modes of explanation-a demand which the
Show's most vocal supporterseagerly met-the Armory Show, and
modernism in general, presented to these critics a dangerous turn
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towardsa new, more exclusive art world in which experts, ratherthan
the public, held the keys to the kingdom of American art.
Like theiropponents,critical supportersof the ArmoryShow owed a
great deal to the art-worldcontext in which they looked and wrote.
Although their commentaryoften masked the importanceof art-world
concerns, unabashedly modernist supportersof the Show developed
their understandingsof art in response to the changing conditions of
artistic production,as much as in response to the visual presence of
works themselves. And, like modernism'sinstitution-buildingdetractors, supportersof the show drew upon critical practices developed in
the previous generation. While most Gilded-Age critics conceived of
criticism as a didactic and institution-buildingenterprise,they were
challenged by a small but increasingly powerful group of critics who
focused their attention on building a critical profession and on reorienting criticism towards the analysis and evaluationof art objects.
Alongside and sometimes in antagonism to their institution-building
peers, these critics, including Clarence Cook and Mariana Van
Rensselaer, worked to build a critical profession both through the
organization of the art world along professional lines, and through
linguistic appeals to their own expertise.27 Primarilyto consolidate
their authoritywithin a turbulentand rapidly changing art world, art
writers promoted professionalism as a new standard for art-world
activity as early as the 1870s and 1880s. Comparing art-world
disciplines to recognizedprofessions such as the law, medicine, and the
clergy, professionalizingcritics used their writings to create a special
and authoritativeidentity for themselves and their fellow practitioners.
This general plea for art-worldprofessionalism allowed these critics
both to marginalize their chief competitors for critical authorityinstitution-buildingamateursand the public-while gaining respectfor
their own activity by posing a parallelismbetween artisticcreationand
criticism. Moreover, their emphasis on specialization within the art
world, as well as on artists' inability to live up to the professional
standardsof criticism, providedcritics with some opportunityto push
artistsout of the critical sphere as well.
Aesthetics proved to be a powerful discursive weapon in this
struggle. In additionto making direct claims about their own critical
authority,professionalizing critics promoted new and more esoteric
criteriaof aestheticvalue which bolsteredtheirposition as analystsand
evaluators of art works. In particular, these critics developed a
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professional language centrally concerned with issues of representation, authenticity, and abstraction, and used it to devalue both the
common-sense knowledge that nourishedmost Americans'judgments
about art and the amateurswho claimed, throughtheir institutions,to
augment public knowledge. With Clarence Cook's assertion that
"every art has its own independentfield of work, and . . . nothing is
gained by trying to imitate in one process the legitimate results of
another,"and MarianaVan Rensselaer's definition of etching as the
"translationinto expressive linear language of something which has
shown no similar lines in nature,"professionalizing critics sowed the
seeds of a modernistaesthetic in America that would, by the middle of
the twentieth century,firmly locate the search for the boundariesand
limits of individualartisticmedia at the centerof the artisticprojectand
would relegate representationto a marginalposition. Moreover,with
their suggestion that professional critics had a special capacity to
comprehendand evaluate art works which followed these new principles, the professionalizingcritics of the Gilded Age set the stage for
a radical reconsiderationof the role of criticism and the public in the
Americanartworld. Claimingthat,"as etching is an artwhere freedom
is especially prized, and where from the strictly interpretivenatureof
the method, the public may find it difficult to distinguish between an
almost arbitraryyet truthfuland brilliant interpretationof nature ...
and a 'free' but meaningless scribbleon the copper,-it [is] to be feared
that our young etchers might fall into sins of a careless or pretentious
sort,"VanRensselaersuggested that theremight be a culturaldangerin
the public's unaidedeffort to comprehendartof an abstractnature,akin
to the dangers posed by unlicensed forays into other professional
spheres of activity.28 The role of critics, then, was to police the
boundaries of the art world, saving America from both lazy artistic
charlatanswho would use abstractionas a mask for poor effort and the
untrainedaudiences whose lack of professional vision would allow
such fakery to flourish.
The generationof critics who supportedmodernismafterthe turnof
the century followed in the footsteps of these critics, putting a
heightened emphasis on the aesthetic qualities of art works at the
expense of art-worldconcerns, and using their claims to expertise to
defend andpromotea gatekeeping,as well as an aesthetic,agenda. The
controversyover the ArmoryShow, which representeda head-on clash
between the inheritorsof the amateur,institution-buildingcritics of the
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Gilded Age and their professionalizingrivals, was as much a struggle
for power within the developingAmericanart world as it was a debate
aboutthe meritsor moralityof artworks. Althoughinstitution-building
critics vastly outnumberedtheir modernistcounterparts,in the end it
has been the views of moderniststhat have persisted, along with their
vision of artistic production and the public's diminished role in it
inherited from the professionalizing critics of the Gilded Age. The
Armory Show did not produce this conflict, and it did not settle it; it
merely providedthe spark.

1. Skeptics
The first element that must be considered in re-evaluating the
ArmoryShow's significanceis the fact thatmost critics hardlyopposed
the Armory Show as a whole. Frank Jewett Mather, for example,
whose critical imperative and reason for supposedly denouncing the
show was recently described as "keepingart pure and society safe,"29
greeted the show with enthusiasm and praise in two reviews in the
Nation.30 Although Mather described the attention garneredby the
most recent Europeanworks as "the succes de scandale of the PostImpressionists and Cubists," he defended the work of Van Gogh,
C6zanne and Gauguin. Perhaps as an attempt to prevent more
narrowly-basedcritiques of their work, Mather suggested that the
selection chosen to representthese artists in the show was "far from
superlative"and was quick to mention admirabletraits he had witnessed elsewherein theirwork, such as Gauguin's"classic serenityand
monumental effect" and Cezanne's "immediateand primal sense of
mass."31

Mather was not alone in his praise for the Armory Show. Many
critics believed that the show contained fine examples of both European andAmericanart,providingimportantevidence of Americanart's
improvementover the preceding half-century32and pointing the way
beyond "stereotypedand fossilized standards"and "simpering,selfsatisfied conventionality."33Many of those who were skeptical of the
show saw a silver lining in it, arguing that even displeasing works
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served a useful purpose by providing a needed contrast to more
worthwhile productions.34 E. H. Blashfield, who defined the "'advanced' artist"as "the intransigeant [sic], the uncompromisingman
who enounces dangerousprecepts"and who joined the show's angriest
critics in denouncing the declining spiral away from "correctproportion, correctform, and correctvalues," still refused wholly to condemn
either the show or the new movement. "I believe that the new
movementis potential[sic] for greatgood," he wrote, "in its concentration upon color and light, its development, through experiment, of
effects produced by broken color and the novel manipulation of
material."35Even Royal Cortissoz-who generally and vociferously
condemned the new art-praised Van Gogh's enthusiasmfor painting
and "solving technical problems." The painter was "passionatelyin
love with color," Cortissoz suggested, and in "groping toward an
effective use of it in the expression of truth,he gives you occasionally
in his thick impasto a gleam of sensuously beautiful tone."36
Although critics like these praised the show for bringing specific
stylistic innovationsto light, many more critics praisedit for its breadth
and scope, arguingthatthe Association's organizationalactivities as an
exhibiting body outweighed its predilection for controversialworks.
Thus, although Mather's review contained assessments of certain
individual artists and works represented in the show, his primary
evaluativecriteriawere organizational.Thus,he celebratedthe "miracle
of good taste and good management"thathad allowed the organizersto
set up a highly effective exhibition space, and softened his critique of
the selection of foreign artby writingthat "it is the fullest America has
yet seen" andthat"aconsistentprinciplehas been followed."37Indeed,
Matherlauded the show's organizersfor refusing to allow it to remain
a mere "gorgeous family affair" of self-congratulatoryAmerican
display. Far from condemning the exhibition as a threat to public
safety, Matherheld up the ArmoryShow as a model to be emulatedby
the NationalAcademy of Design, which he feared representedonly "a
respectablyobscure parochialism."38
To a reviewer in the Outlook, thus, the eventual verdict on PostImpressionism was not only inscrutable, but irrelevantto considerations of the show's merit. For, while the public, critics and artists
locked horns over thatjudgment,
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the Association's effort has already accomplished two welcome results for
which we should be duly appreciative. It has shown conclusively that a
large, interestingly selected lot of pictures attracts many observers, and,
second, that when those picturesare selected to demonstratecertaintheories
they provoke instant, vivacious, and helpful discussion. That the present
exhibitionwill be useful in popularizingpaintingno one can doubt,even if it
does not popularizethe latest tendencies in painting.39

To the Outlook'scritic, the mere fact of organizinglarge-scale exhibitions which presented works in a coherent historical arrangement
served the public interest not because it converted audiences to a
particularline of developmentwithin painting,butbecause it converted
them to painting itself. According to this critic's logic, thus, the
productionand presentationof new and controversialstyles served not
as the harbingerof art's ultimate decline, but as the wellspring for
public interest, manifested in hearty and enthusiasticdebates among
art-worldparticipantsand the public alike.
Critical willingness to embrace the Armory Show as an organizational contributionto the enlargementof the American art world can
also be seen in a review of the show in CurrentOpinion. While punchy
editorials in the journal proclaimed "'Bedlam in Art'" and "Art
Madness Recaptured,"40a longer review put the show in broader
perspective,praisingit for its scale and its breadthin representing"all
the modem 'schools,' from Ingres to the Cubists and Futurists."41The
scale of the exhibitionalone, however,did less to convince the reviewer
of its importancethan its similarityto "anotherhistoric moment, over
thirtyyears ago." At that moment, "the Paris art dealer,DurandRuel,
broughtto America and hung in the galleries of the staid old National
Academy of Design a collection of landscapesby the French Impressionist, Claude Monet," thereby integrating American viewers and
buyers into the internationalcontemporaryart marketfor the first time
in the nation's history.42The critic arguedthat, like the currentshow,
Durand-Ruel'sexhibition had producedits fair share of nay-sayers at
first, but warned off Armory Show skeptics by reminding them that
Monet's canvases now brought"largeprices." "In the spirit of the old
adage that history repeats itself," the critic mused, "is it utterly
extravagantto prophesythat some of the works of C6zanne,Gauguin,
Van Gogh, Matisse, and Picasso may become historic?"43
The critic's choice of Durand-Ruel'simpressionist exhibit as the
basis for making the Armory Show (and artistic change in general)
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comprehensibleto readersis significant. To the critic, the development
of institutions for the display of art played as great a role in the
directionand shape of artisticchange as any internalqualities of works
themselves. Thus, the critic praised the show not for the works
containedtherein-his breathlesspraise for the show's success hardly
mentionedthem, in fact-but for its similarityto an epic momentin the
history of art-worldinstitution-buildingin the United States. Despite a
crack at the "staid" Academy, indeed, the critic avoided a more
inflammatorycomparisonbetween the Show andthe Salon des Refuses,
emphasizingnot the "revolutionary"
characterof the Association but its
hierarchical and institutional qualities, and pointing out that "the
selections were made by ArthurB. Davies and Walt Kuhn, President
and Secretary of the Association." By accentuating the contrast
between initial critical responses to Impressionism and its ultimate
marketvalue, moreover,the writer suggested that the critic's role was
not to evaluatenew styles as they emerged,but to promoteinstitutions
of display which would allow the market, acting as the agent of the
public, to make final assessments of good and bad. While ephemeral
critical evaluations might be seen as ridiculous in a generation, the
reviewer suggested, critical supportfor exhibitions and the organizations that enabled them to take place was certainto retain its value.44
Anotherwriterwho made sense of the ArmoryShow by placing it in
the context of the history of American art organizationswas John W.
Alexander,president of the National Academy of Design. Although
Alexander accused individual works within the show of "having
offered us a few wholly indefensible sensations,"he refused to condemn either the show's organizersor the spiritthat had driventhem to
mount the exhibition.45 Although Alexander doubted that "men who
collected and selected this interestingexhibition"would appreciatethe
comparison, he equated the American Association of Painters and
Sculptorswith the Society of AmericanArtists,who had challengedthe
Academy a generationbefore. "The creationof this society did for its
day very much the same service that the IndependentExhibition has
done for ours,"he wrote, "andthe freshness of the note it struck was
quite as much an innovation and a breaking-away from accepted
convention."46Remindingreadersthat the SAA had been absorbedby
the Academy after "havingdone its work of regeneration,"Alexander
mused that the time would come when even Duchamp's controversial
Nude Descendinga Staircasewould seem commonplace.47Alexander's
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motivationfor praisingthe show to the degree he did, thus, had less to
do with his opinions of particularworks thanwith his understandingof
the natureof the American art world. In Alexander's view, the show
demandedcriticalrecognitionnot just because it offered a glimpse into
the stylistic futureof Americanart(althoughit did do that),butbecause
it provided powerful evidence of the art world's continued organizational innovation,a factor which critics since the Gilded Age had seen
as crucialto the advancementof artin America. "Reactionsagainstthe
academy's sober and restrainedmethods are not only inevitable,"he
wrote, "butnecessaryand very much to the interestof both the academy
and those who, for want of a milderterm,we must call rebels."48
Alexander'sfocus on the organizationalaspects of the show, rather
than on concentratedformal analysis of the objects displayed therein,
was not accidental. In large part, the criticism practiced by many
"conservative"writerswho respondedto the ArmoryShow was geared
more toward building American interest in art through the general
promotion of art-world institutions than toward legislating taste or
interpretationfor readers,and as such representeda continuationof the
Gilded-Age criticalproject. Like their Gilded-Age predecessors,most
critics who responded skeptically to the Armory Show conceived of
criticism not as a pulpit for the espousal of particular evaluative
viewpoints, but as the art world's institution-buildinginstitution.49As
such, essays like Alexander'sencouragementto the exhibition's organizers belonged to a critical context heavy with articlespromotingartworld developmentand examples of journals'own attemptsto serve as
institutions for the promotion and dissemination of art,50as well as
pleas for governmentsupportof Americanart and arts institutions.51
The artwritingthat surroundedthe ArmoryShow owed a debt to the
institution-buildingcriticism of the Gilded Age in anotherrespectcritics' attachmentto a referential style of reporting which directed
readers to further sources of commentarythrough the use of direct
quotes from competingwriters,which echoed GildedAge critics'eager
and frequentrecommendationthatreadersconsult the views of competing authorsandjournals. While critics sometimes used these writings
as a sourceof legitimacyfor theirown interpretations-or as fodderfor
ridicule-they often simply threw them upon the page without commentary.52 By including these outside views and by identifying the
institutionalaffiliation of their promoters,critics suggested to readers
that art criticism was a communitarianventurewhich crossed not only
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the boundariesof individualopinion, but the divisions between institutional and commercialentities.
As a result, many critics who assessed the show vocally adheredto
the dictum that "the public will make up its own mind" and bluntly
refused to cast their comments in terms of evaluation. Instead
describingtheir task as the interpretationor explanationof contemporaryart-worldevents, writerssuch as the reviewerin the Timesinsisted
thatthe ease of providinga simple transcriptof one's personalresponse
to the Armory Show should not be allowed to tempt the critic to stray
from his or her "less simple,"though more importanttask. "Forthe
critic,"the reviewer wrote,
there is no such thing as taking sides. .... He can heartily and with all his
emotionalbeing detest the eccentricitiesof a Matisse, andhe can find his soul
moved to somethingapproachingecstasy by the serene and noble rhythmsof
Puvis de Chavannes, but so can any one of us. His more dispassionate,
although less simple, task is to try to discover what addition each of the
innovators in the various schools has made to the sum of artistic achievement, what change each one has made in the prevailingtaste of his time, and
what step he has taken to broadenour perceptions.53

What set critics aside, the reviewer thus suggested, was not their
evaluativeacuity,but their willingness to forswearpassion in the name
of duty-the duty to act as mediums for the expression of public
opinion, which could only be ascertainedby sifting throughthe mass of
heated and contraryopinion. Side-taking on "such a polyhedron as
modem art"produced little benefit to readers, "any one of" them as
capable of evaluationas the critic.
The sense that criticism used as a vehicle for the expression of
opinion could work to produceundesirablefragmentationwithin the art
world also pervadedE. H. Blashfield's contributionto the Century's
roundtable on "This TransitionalAge in Art," in which the critic
expressed some irritationat having been asked to express his opinion
on contemporaryart.54 "Talkis so easily accomplished,"he charged,
adding that any criticism that unconditionally condemned particular
styles "is hurtful, and above all is bewildering to the public."55
Explaining that he had only agreed to write the article because he
believed that his views were shared by many others, he insisted
nonetheless that "it is of little importance what I or Mr. Advanced
Progressivemay love or hate. The important,very importantpoint is,
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does the expression of our love or hate do harm? Does it retardthe
general knowledge and appreciationof art? Does it hinder development?"56 The unbridled critical pursuit of a particular evaluative
agenda,Blashfield suggested, could have horribleconsequencesfor the
artworld, fracturingthe structurethatcriticismwas meantto createand
underminingthe very futureof art.57

2. Antagonists
Despite the proliferation of positive critical assessments of the
Armory Show's art-worldimpact, it would be foolish to suggest that
the ArmoryShow engendereda critical love-fest. Writersdid disagree
sharply over the show's merits, and in condemning it some demonstratedthe willingness to abandonmoderationthathistorianshave long
associated with the show's critical respondents. While many of those
who believed that the right to evaluativejudgment ultimately resided
with the public declined to promotetheir own personalassessments of
the show as law, some offered thinly veiled screeds againstmodernism
under the guise of "letting the public have its say." Cox, for one,
offeredthe following advice: "Do not allow yourselvesto be blindedby
the sophistriesof the foolish dupes or the self-interestedexploiters of
all this charlatanry... you are not infallible,but your instinctsareright
in the main, and you are, after all, the final judges.""58Cox's
intemperatecondemnationsof the Armory Show have rightly gained
him the reputationof a man who feared and hated change. Despite
theircartoonishvehemence, however,the contoursof Cox's tiradebear
some affinity to the objections of more thoughtfulobservers,and point
the way to a more complete explanationof the sources of critical fear
surroundingthe Armory Show. Although the extreme tone of Cox's
rantand the somewhatdisingenuousmannerin which he urgedreaders
to be their own judges (as opposed, of course, to simply following his
lead) disguise this affinity, Cox's nervousness about modernism had
similar roots to that of many of his less vociferous contemporaries,
whose fears were drivenas much by the way in which modernismwas
being interpretedas by the simple fact that new and different works
were being produced. Indeed, it was this nervousness about the art-
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world implications of modernism-what its ascendance would mean
for audiences, critics, and institutions-that linked Cox to more
moderate critics who criticized the show, ratherthan Cox's aesthetic
agenda. For, as his own work as an artistshows, Cox was committedto
a kind of classicism that would have hardlymoved some of his critical
compatriots,some of whom were much more sympatheticthan he was
to the aesthetic changes represented by modernism. What united
writers who criticized the show, thus, was not a unified aesthetic
agenda,but a common attitudetowardsthe art world, and in particular
towardsthe role of critics and the public within that art world.
Many writers who voiced objections to the new art and to the
ArmoryShow did so not on aesthetic groundsor on aesthetic grounds
alone, but on the basis of the critical shroud that they believed had
come to envelop modem art. Describing the proliferationof heated
evaluative and interpretivecommentaryas "cant"and "propaganda,"
many critics disapprovedof fellow writers'handlingof modernartas a
misappropriationof theirposition as critics. The adoptionof an overtly
partisanand evaluative criticism that relied on obscure language and
reasoning, many writers argued, represented a dangerous turn for
criticism to take, and threatenedto underminethe crucial relationship
between critics and the public and to divide the art world dangerously.
It was this threatto the delicate balancebetween educative,institutionbuildingcriticism,an active,judgment-formingpublic, and an aesthetic
which valued common knowledge over specialized art-worldexpertise,
ratherthan any challenge to public decency or even to specific stylistic
normsthat most worriedcritics of the ArmoryShow and thatprovoked
their most heated condemnationsof the new art.
In his lengthy attemptto expose "The Post-ImpressionistIllusion,"
Royal Cortissoz frequently abandonedhis discussion of the art displayed at the ArmoryShow in orderto turna wrathfuleye towardsthe
commentarythat surroundedit. Like his many peers who condemned
"theflood of recrimination"spilled by fellow critics, Cortissoztellingly
insisted thathis own remarkson Post-Impressionism"soughtmerely to
clear the groundof the cant which often encumbersit," a move which
he felt was necessary to enable readers even to begin a meaningful
examination of the new art. The unrestrainedventing of partisan
opinions on the show, he suggested, had so distortedit as to renderit
unintelligibleto the public-had transformedit, even, into an entirely
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new entity. He thus promisedto "look at Post-Impressionismfor what
it is, regardlessalike of its acolytes and its equally furious opponents."
Despite his promise, however, Cortissoz spent little time looking at
all, devoting most of his attentionto the ways in which the new arthad
been interpreted. Before examining the work of a single artist,
Cortissoz first attemptedto discern the underlyingprinciples of PostImpressionismas a movement-as expressedin writing,not in paintas the best way to "find out what the Post-Impressionistsare driving
at."59 But Cortissoz found it difficult to locate a clear interpretive
scheme he could relay to his readers, a situation which led him to
concludethatPost-Impressionism's
proponentshaddeliberatelythwarted
public comprehensionof the new artas a way not only to guaranteethe
ascendance of the work itself, but to solidify their own position as its
interpreters.60Deridingmost criticaldecodings of the new artas a "sea
of ecstatic but muddledexposition,"and complainingthat "there[wa]s
a touch of mumbo-jumbo"61
in even relativelyhelpful explanationslike
that given by English critic Roger Fry, Cortissoz suggested that critics
had deliberatelymade the "Post-Impressionisthypothesis"seem much
more complicated than it really was, in order "to furtherthe propaganda"surroundingmodernism.62
Cortissoz's objections to Post-Impressionism'scritical scaffolding
only gatheredstrengthas his analysis progressed,and deeply colored
his assessment of the movement itself. He complainedthat "invertebrate and confusing"thinking on the part of Post-Impressionistartists
had "led them to produce work not only incompetent,but grotesque,"
and threw in the charge of insolence for good measure.63While this
pronouncementis in itself relativelyuninteresting,Cortissoz supported
it with an astonishingchoice of evidence. Turningnot the analysis of
this "work"but again to its interpretationby critics, he wrote,
if these seem hardwords, let me recall an incident of the Post-Impressionist
exhibitionin Londontwo years ago. Mr. RogerFry, writingin defense of the
project, cited various persons who were in sympathy with it, and named
among them Mr. John S. Sargent. In the course of a letter to the London
'Nation' that distinguishedpaintersaid, "Mr.Fry may have been told-and
have believed-that the sight of those paintingshad made me a convertto his
faith in them. The fact is thatI am absolutelyskepticalas to their having any
claim whatever to being works of art, with the exception of some of the
pictures by Gauguin that strike me as admirable in color, and in color
only."64 (The italics are mine.)
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In the end, Cortissoz's hostility to Post-Impressionismas a movement
turnedout to be as deeply rooted in his irritationat the conduct of its
critical supportersas in any particularobjectionsto the artitself. While
he found Fry's misappropriationof Sargent's authority particularly
disagreeable,he clearly believed that the rise of a modernist"gospel"
had produceda wider crisis of interpretation,led by "Post-Impressionist impresariosand fuglemen [who] insolently proffer us a farragoof
super-subtlerhetoric."65
As Cortissoz's outcry suggests, one of the elements critics found
most disturbingaboutinterpretationsof the show and Post-Impressionist art generally was their tendency to use obscure language, language
which blocked the access even of educated readersfamiliar with the
history of art. For their own part, most of the Armory Show's less
friendly critics adopted a plain linguistic style with which to record
their impressions of the show, eschewing complicated or specific art
terminologyalong with elaboratediscussions of individualobjects. Of
course, the style adopted by these writers was itself limited by the
boundaries of the middle-class press--critics only occasionally pretended to speak to those outside the boundaries of their educated
readership-but within these boundaries,it did not work deliberatelyto
exclude readers on the basis of their lack of professional, insider
knowledge of the art world, an exclusion which many saw the new
modernist criticism as performing. Like writers who condemned
partisanship,some critics with doubts about the new art worked to
distance themselves from their critical peers who concentratedon the
minute analysis of individual objects. Alexander, for example, selfconsciously distinguishedhis commentaryfrom the "existing mass of
purposelessand superfluouscriticism,"66insisting thathis purposewas
"merelyto review briefly the differentphases throughwhich our arthas
passed under his personal observation, mentioning names and individual work as rarely as is consistent with making himself fairly
intelligible to his readers."67In championingthe generalityof his own
criticism, Alexander elucidated many fellow writers'eagerness for an
educative, plain style of criticism that provided comprehensive and
intelligible overviews of subjects of interest to American readers.
More importantly,Alexander deliberately eschewed the analysis of
individual objects, arguing that it served the interests neither of
intelligibility nor of the progress of American art.
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Critics sometimes coupled this plain style of speaking with a selfconsciously amateurpersona,offeringtheirown transparencyas a form
of protection to the public against cabalistic and self-interestedcriticism. Theodore Roosevelt adopted this strategy in his "layman's"
comments on the exhibition, referringto modernism's supportersas
"thechampionsof these extremists"and describingCubistpaintingsas
Barnum-esquehoaxes. Derisively writing that "thereare thousandsof
people who will pay small sums to look at a faked mermaid;and now
and then one of this kind with enough money will buy a Cubist
picture,"Roosevelt hinted thathis outsider'sanalysis might warnaway
at least a few willing dupes.68 This was necessary,Roosevelt implied,
because many critics preferredto promote shamelessly obscure interpretationsof modernistartworks,such as those of WilhelmLehmbruck's
Kneeling Woman. Complainingthat the sculpturebarely resembled a
woman at all, Roosevelt questioned the sincerity of critical admirers
who describedit as "'full of lyric grace,' as 'tremendouslysincere,' and
'of a jewel-like preciousness.'" Suggesting thatthese words mightjust
as easily represent "a conventionaljargon" as the sincere views of
critics, Roosevelt complained that the use of these phrases might in
itself lead to an interpretivefracturebetween what critics saw and what
they said. "In any event," he concluded, "one might well speak of the
'lyric grace' of a praying mantis, which adopts much the same
attitude."69In this way, Roosevelt insisted that common experience,
criticalwhimsy,mustguidethe interpretiveproject.
andnot "inscrutable"
But critics' frustrationwith modernism stemmed not only from its
critical supporters,but from the artiststhemselves. Perhapsthe most
intense locus for critical suspicion of the interpretiveand discursive
practices surrounding modernism was the adoption of seemingly
referentialtitles to describe works and movements which did not live
up to the promise of straightforwardexplanation. One writer in the
Outlook, thus, mockingly referred to the creator of an especially
enigmatic cubist work as "zees coob" ("this cubist"), contrastingthe
wholesome Americanskepticismof a policemanwho exclaimed, "'Aw,
gwan wid yer,... what er yer kiddin'us?'" to the Frenchifieddefenses
of those who claimed to explain it.70 Critics objected to linguistic
obscurity on the part not only of fellow writers, but of artists, whom
critics acknowledgedas playing an importantrole in the interpretation
of art.71 Among the many "Layman'sViews" expressed by Theodore
Roosevelt in his now-infamous account of the show was his casual
denunciationof self-consciously named movements:
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There is no reason why people should not call themselves Cubists, or
Octagonists,or Parallelopipedonists,or Knightsof the Isosceles Triangle,or
Brothersof the Cosine, if they so desire; as expressing anythingserious and
permanent,one term is as fatuous as another.72

Ignoringthe fact that the identificationof each fragmentarymovement
accordingto the method it promotedowed as much to the antagonism
of Europeancritics as to self-conscious naming on the part of participants,many critics sharedRoosevelt's exasperationat what they saw as
a foolish, indulgent, and ultimatelyunhelpfulpractice.73
Critics' objections to the naming of movements stemmed from a
wider suspicion of the deep interpretive chasm that separated the
picturesthey saw from the titles and descriptionsthey read and heard.
To many critics bredon an overwhelminglyrepresentationalstyle of art
works-and, more important,on an educative, referentialand descriptive mode of criticism-one of the primarysatisfactionsof looking at
pictures lay in their ability to convey information,both physical and
intellectual, to the viewer. The questions critics asked of art works
(when they looked at individual art works at all) most often had to do
with the works' fidelity to truth-not necessarily to bare physical fact,
but to truthin a more general sense. Did paintingsof new and unseen
geographicalsensations such as the GrandCanyon match with literary
descriptions-or, for that matter, with currentnotions of the special
meaning of the American landscape? Did historical scenes and
portraitsconvey lasting truthsabout the Americannation, or about the
Americancharacter,as well as provide a record of events?74 It was in
this context that institution-buildingcritics envisioned art's audiencein
broadest terms, suggesting that certain kinds of representationcould
offer something useful even to the least aesthetically literate and
indifferentviewers, who at the very least could learn importantlessons
from paintings or even reproductions,without recourse to criticism at
all. The new pictures,with their obscure visual content and with their
seeminglyrandomandperversetitles, failed to offerthis essentialpayoff.
The frustrationcritics faced at this situation can be seen in the
commentsof thereviewerin the Outlook,who complainedthatone painting:
was only a jumble of cube-like forms. One is told thatthis and its neighbors
represent"A Dance"or "A Procession;"thatthey depict "Paris"or "Seville."
One may have visited Paris and Seville and be fairly familiar with processions and dances, but one looks and looks and makes nothing at all out of
"zees coob."75
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Fig. 1. Marcel Duchamp, Nude Descending a Staircase. 1950-134-59. Oil on
Canvas. Courtesy of the Philadelphia Museum of Art, The Louise and Walter
Arensberg Collection.

Here, as elsewhere,the critic's objectionsto the purelyvisual aspects of
the work-that "it was only a jumble of cube-likeforms"-played only
a partin his or her resistanceto it.76 Instead,the critic seethed at being
"told" its meaning by interpretersclaiming special insight. Titles
which referred to potentially familiar events and places provoked
special hostility, moreover, not only because they brought home the
growing disparitybetween the visible world and the visual content of
modernistpainting,but because they suggested that the experience of
non-expert viewers was in itself somehow different from that of
modernists. By assigning seemingly comprehensibletitles to inscrutable images, modernism'sinterpretersappearedto call into question
not only the quality of amateur judgments which were based on
everyday experience, but the quality of that experience itself.
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The painting that most often produced this sense of interpretive
dissonance and loss of control-and that, not coincidentally, aroused
the most frequent and vehement outcries from critics-was Marcel
Duchamp's Nude Descending a Staircase (fig. 1). Observers of the
ArmoryShow have focused a greatdeal of attentionon the conflict the
Nude provoked,commonly describingall those who expressedreservations aboutthe paintingas the "'explosion-in-a-shingle-factory'school
of commentators."77Most assessments of this "school" assume that
the inability to recognize the merits of the work's formal qualities
producedthe now-infamousoutpouringof criticalhostility surrounding
the piece.78
Althoughmany writersturnedan undeniablyprejudicedeye towards
the piece, theirbiases againstit turnednot on mere incomprehensionat
its stylistic innovations, but on their unwillingness to accept the
disjunctionthey perceivedbetween work andtitle. TheodoreRoosevelt
famously comparedthe paintingto "a really good Navajo rug"he had
in his bathroom (a contest in which the rug readily won), and
complainedthat:
if, for some inscrutablereason, it suited somebody to call this rug a picture
of, say, "A well-dressedman going up a ladder,"the name would fit the facts
just about as well as in the case of the Cubist picture of the "Naked man
going down stairs." From the standpointof terminology,each name would
have whatevermerit inheres in a rathercheap strainingafter effect.79

Although Roosevelt insisted that the Navajo rug was superior to the

modernist painting on aesthetic grounds, this was not his central
preoccupationin condemning the work. What concerned Roosevelt
most was not the relative "artisticmerit" of the two works, but the
ability of titles or interpretationsof works to "fit the facts," an issue
which also guided his discussion of modernistcriticism.
Thus, critics did not reject the Nude simply because it looked like
"an explosion in a shingle factory," but because it wasn't called
"explosionin a shingle factory."ForAdeline Adams, the problemwith
"the new school of emotion-painterswho forswearrepresentation,but
label theirpictures"was not theirlack of obviousrealismor referentiality
per se, but the interpretive discomfort produced by their labels. 80
Recountingher own response to the Nude, Adams wrote that:
that curious splinter-salad-made an unusually direct appeal to me, for the
reasonthatit came upon me when I did not know it was there-in fact, when
I was seeking something else; and, therefore,I would like to state what the
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appeal was. With my paleolithic bias towardrepresentationfortified by an
acquiredtaste for decoration,I found myself looking at I knew not what. My
"emotionalresponse"was rapid,for me. My mind asked, method-madness?
lost architect? No! A drift of veneers piled up in the shop of a maker of
musical instruments.Thatidea swiftly broughtme the memoryof a beautiful
old man I once knew, a violin-maker, now dead; and with his image, as
always, came crowding only elemental things, such as simplicity, home,
pastoralcountry. It made me wish to find a humanbeing in the canvas.81

Adams' fanciful interplaywas quickly cut short, however. While the
opening of interpretivespace produced by the work's lack of clear
representationalcontent had at first liberatedAdams to make her own
meanings of the work-within, as she admitted,the confines of her
own prejudices,experience and canonical expectations-her freedom
turnedto "amusement-anger"
upon seeing the work's title. This anger
was two-fold. In part,it derivedfrom Adams's self-conscious feelings
of exclusion; of the words that came to her mind upon seeing the title,
two were "dpater" and "bourgeois," both 'in clear reference to
Baudelaire's well-known description of the bohemian project and in
clear conflict with Adams's understandingof her own place within both
the art world and the larger culture. Yet the title's interpretivepower
provokedthe greaterportionof Adams's ire because it censoredexactly
the free play of meaning that had allowed her to enjoy the work in the
first place. AlthoughAdams tried to recapturethis freedom within the
narrowerboundariesof interactionwith the titled work, the result left
her unfulfilled and anxious with self-doubt. "Whatwas thereto do but
laugh at myself, entrappedsentimentalistassuming another person's
burdenof proof?"she asked, more convinced than ever of her relative
lack of authority as a viewer in the face of modernism's tightening
interpretive grip.82

3. Champions
If the Armory Show's skeptical, institution-buildingcommentators
belonged to a critical traditionproducedby Gilded-Age amateurs,its
strongestdefendersowed theircriticalpracticesto a differentlegacy of
the Gilded Age art world. Inheritorsof the professionalizingcriticism
of the decades following the Civil War,modernistcritics relied on an
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aesthetic and an approachto criticism which emphasized the fracture
between everyday experience and interpretationand valorized the
integrity and irreducibilityof art objects. While critical defenders of
modernism celebrated what Armory Show impresario Walter Pach
called "thefecund principleof making [a] picturea reflectionnot of the
outer world, but of the domain of the mind,"83they also sharedtheir
professional forbears'ambivalentrelationshipto the public, using the
evolving modernist aesthetic-and the esoteric critical language that
attended it-to consolidate their own position as special and expert
interpretersof the new art.
The dividing line between amateurand professionaldid not, it must
be admitted, map exactly upon the division between defenders and
detractorsof modernism. Show organizerWalterPach, for instance,
clearly embracedlarge-scale organizationas the most effective means
of jump-startingmodernismin the United States. Yet, even those rare
critics who, in promotingmodernism,followed an institution-building
approach,and who approachedthe public with some sympathy,were
careful to distinguish between modernists and outsiders, experts and
In his defense of modernismin the Century,
"laymen"or "amateurs."84
Pach himself divided art's audienceinto two camps, contrasting"those
who oppose all change in the forms of art"to those who "breakstill
further with the superstitionthat a picture must look 'just like naAlthough he relished the public's new-found willingness to
ture.'"'85
give the new art a try, this enthusiasm belied an undercurrentof
suspicion towards non-expert viewers. Remarking on the hostility
C6zanne's work initially had met, for instance, Pach expressed near
disbelief that"theesthetic andexpressivephases of the work of art"had
come to be appreciatedby "even the laymen."
However, most of the show's support came from critics whose
writings bore a strongrhetoricalsimilarityto those of the professional
critics of the GildedAge, and most of its disapprovalfrom critics in the
amateur,institution-buildingtradition. It is not difficult to see why
many institution-buildingcritics fearedthatthe interpretationof arthad
come under the spell of a propagandisticcabal of modernist insiders
with little interest in making art availableto a broad audience. D. W.
MacColl's lengthy defense of the exhibitionin the Forum,for instance,
contained this "explanation"of abstractart, which surely did little to
stem the unease of critics who feared the total demise of cooperative
institution-buildingas criticism's primaryaim:
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An abstraction,I find in my dictionary,is "the name of a quality apartfrom
the thing,"and a qualityis "thatwhich makes a thing what it is." Fromwhich
I infer that an abstractionis "the name of 'that which makes a thing what it
is' apart from what it is,"-it is the name of that which makes a thing what
it is Not what it is. It is a name: it is Not the thing. How really well
establishedand settled in practicethis is. And when we want to personifyquite a differentmatter-one of these names of things which will make, as
we think, a thing what it is not what it is, when we really feel that we dareto
call one of them from the vasty deep in which they abound,it is quite true:we
must arouse ourselves from our timidities of mental habit; we must make a
movement of our lips-a pass of our hands or feet. Men see that there has
been a quickening. The name has become the thing. It has become what it
is. IT is IT, and everyone else is a believer or an unbeliever.86

If MacColl's highly opaque, almost parodiclanguage did not alienate
observers used to plain and pedagogical accounts of aesthetic principles, his absolute partitionof viewers and makersinto believers and
unbelievers-the arousedand the merely timid-was certainto be felt
by critics who still believed thatjudgments about artultimatelyshould
derive from the long-termdistillationof collective and public opinion.
Modernistcritics deliberatelyshunnedthis public-orientedposition,
offering their own vision of how aesthetic opinions were formed. In
some cases, modernistsdeveloped anti-publicrhetoricin imitation of
their European counterparts,for whom an "anti-bourgeois"attitude
was an essential component of the modernistidentity. Yet, American
critics who adoptedthis languagedid not necessarilydo so for the sake
of promotingEuropeanart, and were not necessarily any less nationalistic than their institution-buildingpeers. Like his Gilded-Age predecessors who had appropriatedthe authority of European art while
distancing themselves from it, Willard Huntington Wright evoked
Europeancritiquesof the bourgeoisie while simultaneouslypromoting
the American Synchromists as the true progenitors of abstraction.
"While lacking a sense of rhythm," he wrote, "[Matisse] has a
tremendousfeeling of form in the static sense and a genius for color
opposition which, while rareand delicate, is to the bourgeois shocking
and savage. (All harmonyto the untutoredmind must be darkgray and
black with but slight tone contrast.)"87
While Wright distinguishedbetween modernistand bourgeois taste
without explaining how those tastes were formed, other critics were
more explicit. In a companion piece called "The Painting of Tomorrow" whose title clearly referredto Blashfield's "The Painting of ToDay,"Ernest Blumenschein outlined his own conversionto modernist
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aesthetics, an account which reads more like an initiationinto a secret
society than the assimilationof common norms.88Describing his own
furtive attemptsto discern the meaning of various "passwords"overheard during his first untutored immersion in the salons of the
"sandaledanarchists"and "disciples"of modernism,89 Blumenschein
suggested not only that aesthetic obscuritywas an acceptablehabit for
Americansto adoptbut thatthe job of getting to the meaningof new art
and new aesthetics fell squarely on the unconvertedoutsider, rather
than on critics and others who explained it and that this conversion
necessarily preceded any meaningful art-worldparticipation. Under
the pressure of a common aesthetic, Blumenschein complained, he
"had always vaguely felt the bit in my mouth,"and arguedthat in his
own experience as an artist "the necessity of making my details
thoroughlyintelligible to the public often blocked my path when I was
nearly at the goal."90 Thus the modernist's main challenge as
Blumenschein representedit was having the "courageto be different
from our fellow-sheep" in the face of "derision,""contempt,"and, in
the case of artists,"a diminishedincome."91
It would be unfair to suggest that pro-modemist supportersof the
ArmoryShow chose theirlanguagepurelyfor its obscurityor thatmere
obscuritywas the only purposeit served. If ArmoryShow skeptics had
inheritedtheir amateurpredecessors'belief in the knowability of art,
and their compelling interestin a style of criticism which stressed the
pedagogical and the transparent,modernism'smost vocal proponents
tended to marginalizecommon experience as a guide to the interpretation of art, suggesting that aesthetic experience could be neither
understoodnor explainedin conventionalterms. Accordingto MacColl,
the appealwhich [modernistartworks] make is so directand so personalthat
it removes life to anothercourt by referringit not to any past experience of
life, but exactly to a sense, a recognitionof new life, new art. They give us
somethingthat was not in our life, that was not in the art of paintingbefore,
and it appeals to us with all the power and the charm of a quickened
consciousness of the value and meaning of life itself.92

Similarly, Willard Huntington Wright suggested that modem art's
sources differed significantlyfrom those of previous forms, describing
Synchromism as a style in which "paintingbecomes almost entirely
subjectiveand wholly creative,"and in which works need only contain
"that requisite leaven of the 'real.'"'93
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While modem art'sliberationfrom common experienceheld out the
promise of "quickenedconsciousness" and new creativity for critics
like MacColl andWright,it also presentedthem with a problem,in that
it was extremely difficult to develop a plain way of speaking about an
art which was hardfor even its admirersto understand.A sense of the
peculiar unknowabilityof modem-and particularlyabstract-art affected modemist critics' decisions about how to express their judgments about art as much as it affected theirjudgmentsthemselves. In
response to this, many pro-modemist writers chose a new and selfreferentialcriticallanguagewhich allowed them to focus on artobjects
as art objects, a decision which freed critics from making comparisons
between objects and the externalworld. While jargoncould be used to
suit the professional needs of criticism, the turn to obscure language
also marked critics' real struggle to express what they believed was
incommunicableand, to a certaindegree, unknowable.
Modernist critics' narrowingfocus on art's aesthetic qualities also
allowed them to abandon amateurs' concern with the institutional
sources of artisticchange, providingthem with an explanatoryframework which gave them greaterpower as expertsand which helped them
to distinguish themselves both from the past and from the public.
Wright's analysis, thus, was not merely concerned with the relative
significance of the subjectiveand the observedin modernpainting,but
contained a larger argument about the meaning of such narrowly
aesthetic issues in the broaderscheme of things. Of Impressionism,
for example, he wrote:
color juxtapositionis the main issue. Color had always been used merely for
dramaticreinforcementor for decorativeeffects. These new men opened the
eyes of all serious-mindedartiststo an entirelynew conceptionin the making
of a painting. The struggle to carry on this idea has been the history of
painting for the last thirty years.94

Abandoning all mention of institutionaldevelopments within the art
world, Wrightnamed a particularaestheticinnovation(and a relatively
narrowinnovation, at that) as the most significant accomplishmentof
the past generation. Indeed, Wright crowded the entire history of
painting during the period into this development, thus displacing all
non-aestheticdevelopmentsand all art-worldparticipantswho did not
contribute directly to it from that history. By accentuating "most
people's" simplistic attachmentto easily graspedtechnicalinnovations
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"of secondary consideration,"moreover,Wright furthermarginalized
non-experts from meaningful participation in the production and
judgment of art.
This decontextualized vision of artistic production was also promoted by ChristianBrinton,who describedartisticchange in terms of
aesthetic, ratherthan organizationaldevelopments. Although Brinton
insisted that "Evolution,Not Revolution"powered artistic change, he
depicted America's artistic "awakening"as a series of cataclysms
enacted upon an empty landscape. He wrote,
We are indeed a fortunatepeople. Separatedfrom Europe by that shining
stretch of sea which has always so clearly conditioned our developmentsocial, intellectual, and esthetic-we get only the results of Continental
culturalendeavor. We take no partin the preliminarystrugglesthat lead up
to these achievements. They come to our shores as finished products,
appearingsuddenlybefore us in all their salutaryfreshness and variety. The
awakeningof the Americanpublic to the appreciationof things artistichas,
in brief, been accomplishedby a series of shocks from the outside ratherthan
throughintensive effort, observation,or participation.95

To Brinton, as to Wright, the art-world development that had consumed

the attention of a generation of critics and which still motivated so
many writers to applaudthe Armory Show for its institution-building
qualities meant nothing.
While the desire to elaborate a non-referentialand object-based
aestheticmay have drivenpro-modernistaccountsof the ArmoryShow
and the new art in general, it is impossible to separate the purely
aesthetic motivationsthat allowed certain critics to accept modernism
from the broadertrend towards an expert-driven,exclusive criticism
begun in the Gilded Age. Like their professionalizing predecessors,
America's first critical supportersof modernism adopted a criticism
which placed the interpretationand evaluation of discrete art objects
aheadof the promotionof wider art-worldgoals, and which disparaged
those art objects whose referentialcharacterallowed their meanings to
be unlocked throughappeals to common experience alone. And, like
their predecessors, modernist critics also expressed this emphasis on
distinct and non-referentialart objects in an exclusive, esoteric discourse which served to further diminish public participationin the
emerging modernist art world. It was to this potent combination of
interpretiveterritorialismand obscure, clubbish language, as much as
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to the look or moral content of modernist art works, that institutionbuildingcriticswho respondedto theArmoryShowmostviolentlyreacted.

4. Conclusion
Like their Gilded-Age forbears, institution-buildingcritics in the
period of the Armory Show deliberately and purposefully shunned
elaborateevaluativeor purely object-basedcriticism. Their resistance
to a style of criticism which we take for grantedas the style properto
professional critics should not be taken, as some scholars have suggested, as a sign of criticism's impoverishmentbefore the second
decade of the twentieth centurybut ratheras evidence that evaluative,
object-centeredcriticismis itself historicallyboundedand thatit serves
the needs of certain interpretivecommunitiesbetter than others. The
"storyof the Armory Show" that has not been told is the story of this
criticism's continued ascendance after 1913 and of the subsequent
passing of a style of criticism which valued the expansion of the art
world over the exclusive promotionof particularaesthetic norms.
This is a particularlygood time to reconsiderthe debates surrounding the ArmoryShow, in that the outcries of the past decades over arts
funding demonstratethat the issue of who is best suited to judge and
evaluate art has not gone away, and indeed has become more contentious than ever. For the most part,the temptationof academicand artworld participantsin these debates has been to see and representthese
debates,like the conflict over the ArmoryShow, as purely a battle over
morality,propriety,and censorship;overblownpronouncementson the
right concerning the risk of "scandalous"art to the nation's moral
health, as well as fanaticalwarningson the left about the death of free
speech have only served to encouragethis interpretation.
Thereare dangersin this interpretation,however. First,the emphasis
on the FirstAmendmentproducedby it hides the fact thatthese debates
are also very much about the conflict between a model of art-world
criticism and judgment in which importantdecisions about which art
flourishes, and on what grounds, is put in the hands of art-world
professionals,and models in which otherpublics, such as the electorate
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or its representatives,are left in chargeof suchjudgments. While there
are certainlyFirstAmendmentimplicationsto this conflict, it is wrong
to assume that, simply because "public" rejection of particular art
works is frequentlybased on "moral"considerationsof their "content,"
that suchjudgmentsare more censoriousthanthe rejectionof artworks
by professionals on the basis of their "quality"or "standards."If we
consider the denial of public fundingto be an act of censorship,then it
hardly matters what the justification for that denial is. By insisting,
moreover,thatjudgments made on the basis of the "content"of an art
work are less valid (or more censorious) thanjudgments based solely
on a work's aesthetic merits, we are enforcing a distinction which
would have been meaninglessbefore the emergenceof modernismand
the rise of a professionalizedmodernistcriticismwhich insisted thatart
aesthetic
must be evaluated on the basis of its supra-representational
qualities-"solely on its own terms,"in Clement Greenberg'swords.96
In turn, we reinforce the continued power of this model of criticism,
which, despite the much-vaunteddeath of modernismin actual artistic
production,continuesto be the dominantmode of judgmentto this day.
By refusing to challenge our own adherence to a professional and
modernistmodel of judgmentwhich values the internalqualities of the
art object above all other considerations, we blind ourselves to the
public's legitimate frustrationat its lack of say in the world of art,
exemplified not only in highly publicized censorshipcases, but in the
reactionto less ideologically-chargedsituationssuch as the controversy
surroundingRichardSerra's TiltedArc in the 1980s.97
The second danger stems from the first and has more practical
implications. It is that our rigid defense of professionalizedjudgment,
and of the First Amendment as a disguise for professionalizedjudgment, plays right into the hands of those on the right who would prefer
to abandonartsfunding altogetherby allowing them to claim to be the
only ones who are interestedin the public's opinion. It is much easier
for most people to see how their own interestsare directlyprotectedby
an attackon indecent artthanby the somewhatnebulousargumentthat
the fundingof controversialartis the only thing thatensuresa futurein
which radical ideas will still exist to challenge and enlighten us,
particularlywhen most people feel disconnected from the arts in the
first place. The only way to build a future for the arts in the United
States is by building a public for them. The only way to do this is by
getting the public involved in the art world, as viewers and as makers,
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and not simply by giving them pre-measureddoses of what we as
experts know is good for them. Perhaps it also means worrying as
much aboutaudiencesas we do aboutartists,and caringas much about
the art world as we do about art works.
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